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Abstract: The main purpose of this study is to investigate the production behaviors of gas 

hydrate at site DK-2 in the Qilian Mountain permafrost using the novel five-spot well (5S) 

system by means of numerical simulation. The whole system is composed of several identical 

units, and each single unit consists of one injection well and four production wells. All the 

wells are placed horizontally in the hydrate deposit. The combination method of depressurization 

and thermal stimulation is employed for hydrate dissociation in the system. Simulation results 

show that favorable gas production and hydrate dissociation rates, gas-to-water ratio, and 

energy ratio can be acquired using this kind of multi-well system under suitable heat injection 

and depressurization driving forces, and the water production rate is manageable in the entire 

production process under current technology. In addition, another two kinds of two-spot well 

(2S) systems have also been employed for comparison. It is found that the 5S system will be 

more commercially profitable than the 2S configurations for gas production under the same 

operation conditions. Sensitivity analysis indicates that the gas production performance is 

dependent on the heat injection rate and the well spacing of the 5S system. 
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1. Introduction 

Natural gas hydrates (NGH) are crystalline compounds formed by water and small gas molecules 

under suitable thermodynamic conditions (low temperature and high pressure). Large quantities of gas 

hydrates have been demonstrated to be buried in deep marine sediments and in the permafrost through 

many national research and development programs [1]. In recent years, a lot of scientific drilling and 

exploration projects have been implemented for the verification of gas hydrate occurrence, the evaluation 

of its resource potential, and the field testing of the production strategies [2]. For example, natural gas 

was successfully extracted from gas hydrate in the seafloor in Pacific waters off Japan during the hydrate 

exploitation research program in 2013, which provided direct evidence for the possibility of gas 

production from natural oceanic hydrate deposits. 

Because of the ever increasing energy demand in China, natural gas hydrates have also been studied 

as a kind of potential and challenging energy resource in this country. After the gas hydrate samples 

were obtained in the Shenhu area of the northern South China Sea in May 2007, core samples containing 

gas hydrate were also successfully collected from the scientific drilling wells in 2008–2009 in the Qilian 

Mountain permafrost, which is located in the north of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau Permafrost (QTPP)  

in China (Figure 1) [3,4]. Four test wells (DK-1, DK-2, DK-3 and DK-4) were accomplished in this 

exploration project, and the drilling results showed that the gas hydrates were mainly stored in the pores 

and/or in the fractures [5] of the hydrate-bearing cores, of which the main geological components were 

sandstone, mudstone, oil shale, and siltstone. Field measurements showed that gas hydrates were mainly 

distributed in the depth of 133–396 m underground in the Qilian Mountain permafrost [6]. Previous studies 

indicated that the annual average of the permafrost ground temperature (T0) was around −1 to −3 °C. 

Based on in situ measurements in this area, the geothermal gradients within and below the frozen layers 

(G1 and G2) of the QTPP were approximately in the range of 0.011–0.033 °C/m and 0.028–0.051 °C/m, 

respectively [7,8]. These thermodynamic conditions are favorable for the formation of natural gas 

hydrate in the Qilian Mountain. 

In order to realize the use of the methane gas trapped in gas hydrates as a kind of energy resource, 

people have proposed various kinds of production techniques for gas extraction from hydrate deposits, 

such as depressurization [9–12], thermal stimulation [13–15], inhibitor injection [16,17], and CO2 

replacement [18,19]. In general, depressurization is considered to be the most practical and economic 

method for field-scale hydrate decomposition due to its technical effectiveness and the fast propagating 

rate of the pressure wave [12]. However, the gas production rate is always restricted by the limited 

sensible heat and heat transfer rate of the hydrate reservoir. Previous studies show that the gas production 

rates are both located at a low level when using the depressurization method in a single horizontal  

well [20] and a single vertical well [21] for hydrate dissociation in the Qilian Mountain at site DK-3. 

However, when the huff and puff method (the combination of depressurization and thermal stimulation) 
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is also employed in a single horizontal well [22], the gas production rate can be obviously enhanced 

because of the additionally provided heat from outside. 

 

Figure 1. Location map of the Scientific Drilling Project of Gas Hydrate in Qilian  

Mountain permafrost. 

The hydrate dissociation performance in porous media is not only affected by the production methods 

mentioned above, but also associated with the well designs in the hydrate deposits. Moridis et al. [12] 

simulated the gas production from the Mount Elbert gas hydrate deposit by depressurization using both 

vertical and horizontal wells, and the results showed that the horizontal wells could increase the 

production rates by almost two orders of magnitude when comparing with the vertical wells. After that, 

Moridis et al. [23] further compared the production behaviors of a single horizontal well design and  

a two-well design, and found that the gas production rate of the two-well configuration was much higher 

than that of the single-well design. Combining depressurization and warm brine stimulation methods, 

Feng et al. [24] investigated the hydrate dissociation performance in the South China Sea in two 

horizontal wells. It was found that the dual wells placed in the same horizontal plane performed better 

than those placed in the same vertical plane. Recently, Li et al. [25,26] have also evaluated the gas 

production potential from Qilian Mountain permafrost at site DK-2 using two kinds of two-spot 

horizontal well system, as shown in Figure 2a,b. It also indicated that the production efficiency was more 

favorable than that of the single-well design. 

Generally, the single-well design has been proved to be not appropriate for hydrate exploitation in 

the Qilian Mountain permafrost, while the multi-well configurations with proper production methods 

may provide tantalizing possibilities for commercial exploitation. The five-spot well system shown in 

Figure 2c is one of the typical multi-well patterns which have been widely used in the oil industry to 

enhance the oil recovery [27–29]. This system can be divided into several identical units because of 

symmetry. Each single unit consists of one injection well in the center and four production wells near 

the corner of the rectangle. Every production well belongs to two adjacent units. Therefore, there are 

actually 3 wells in each single unit. Recently, Wang et al. [15,30] have investigated the production 
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behaviors of gas hydrate using five-spot well with different methods in a cubic hydrate simulator. It was 

demonstrated that this kind of well design was effective for hydrate dissociation in porous media.  

In addition, the results showed that the five-spot well could provide more favorable production efficiency 

than the single well design when using the same dissociation methods. Up to now, the five-spot well 

system shown in Figure 2c has not been employed for the exploitation of the field-scale  

hydrate reservoirs. 

 

Figure 2. Two-spot and five-spot horizontal well systems in the hydrate deposits. 

This numerical study is mainly concerned about the assessment of the gas production potential from 

Qilian Mountain permafrost hydrate deposits using the novel five-spot well system. Field measurements 

show that the thickest hydrate layer is located in the depth of 235.0–291.3 m at site DK-2 [4], which may 

be more profitable for the possible commercial exploitation. Therefore, the wells are placed in this 

interval to conduct the production process. We only investigate the performance of the horizontal wells 

because of their obvious advantages over vertical wells reported in previous studies [12,25]. In addition, 

the two-spot well systems in Figure 2a,b are also employed for the purpose of comparison. The 

dependence of the gas production on the well spacing is also studied through sensitivity analysis. 

2. Production Method and Well Configuration 

2.1. Production Methods 

As the hydrate layer mentioned above is close to the permafrost area, the pressure and temperature in 

this layer are estimated to be in the range of 3.63–4.19 MPa and 3.26–4.69 °C, respectively. Thus, the 
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sensible heat of the hydrate reservoir is very limited, and pure depressurization method is not appropriate 

in this permafrost area [20,21]. Previous studies [14,15] have demonstrated that the gas production under 

depressurization could be obviously enhanced when the additional heat is supplied from outside, while 

pure thermal stimulation will act inefficiently if it is used alone for hydrate decomposition. Therefore, 

the combination of depressurization and thermal stimulation is introduced as the production method  

in the five-spot and two-spot well systems in this study. 

2.2. Five-Spot Well Design 

The five-spot well (5S for short) system shown in Figure 2c is employed for hydrate dissociation in 

the Qilian Mountain. All the wells are positioned horizontally in the hydrate layer, and we only consider 

a single rectangular unit due to the symmetrical property of the system. Each unit consists of five 

horizontal wells: an injector in the center for heat injection and four producers near the corner for gas 

production. The horizontal distance between the injector and the producer is ΔlI-P, and the vertical 

distance between the producers is ΔlP-P. Once the production process starts, heat is supplied to the hydrate 

deposit continually from the central horizontal well by circulating hot water in the well or through 

electrical or microwave heating. No mass is injected into the reservoir because of the low permeability 

of the porous media. Meanwhile, the other four wells are operated under a constant bottomhole pressure 

PW to produce the fluids from the deposit. The wellbores are regarded as a pseudo-porous medium  

with Φ = 1.0, k = 5.0 × 10−9 m2 (5000 Darcies) and a capillary pressure Pcap = 0 [22]. In addition, the 

two kinds of two-spot horizontal well systems in Figure 2a,b (named as 2S_V and 2S_H, respectively) 

are also employed to compare with the production performance of the 5S system under the same 

operation conditions. 

3. Numerical Models and Simulation Approach 

3.1. Numerical Simulation Code 

The parallel version of the TOUGH + HYDRATE (T + H) code is used to conduct the numerical 

simulation in this study [31]. The T + H is a compositional code which can model multi-phase and  

multi-component reactions of hydrate formation and/or dissociation in complex geologic media. It includes 

both an equilibrium and a kinetic model, which have been validated or modified by Li et al. [14,32–34] 

based on experiments of two hydrate simulators. In addition, the comparisons of the two submodels 

indicate that the equilibrium model is more preferred to predict the production behaviors of field-scale 

hydrate deposits [10]. Therefore, the equilibrium model is chosen to describe the dissociation process of 

gas hydrate in the Qilian Mountain. 

3.2. Geometry, Domain Discretization, and System Properties 

The system properties and simulation parameters of the hydrate deposits at site DK-2 in the Qilian 

Mountain are shown in Table 1, which is based on the field measurement data and some published  

results [4,25,26]. The geometry and the configuration of the hydrate deposit with five-spot horizontal 

well system are shown in Figure 3a. Only a single unit is simulated because of symmetry. Each unit 

contains one injection well (Well_0) and four production wells (Well_1–Well_4) which are all 
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positioned in the 56 m-thick hydrate-bearing layer (HBL, −28.0 ≤ z ≤ 28.0 m). However, only a half of 

each production well belongs to this single section. In the Cartesian coordinate system, Well_0 is located 

at (22.5, 0), while Well_1–Well_4 are positioned at (0, 10), (45, 10), (0, −10), and (45, −10), respectively. 

Thus, the ΔlI-P and ΔlP-P are 22.5 and 20.0 m, respectively. The HBL is sandwiched by another two  

21.5 m-thick boundary layers: the overburden layer (OB, 28.0 ≤ z ≤ 49.5 m) and the underburden layer 

(UB, −49.5 ≤ z ≤ −28.0 m), which have the same flow properties with the HBL. Assuming uniform 

properties of the horizontal wells along the y axis, only a single unit of Δy = 1 m is needed to be simulated. 

Table 1. Physical properties and simulation models at site DK-2 in Qilian Mountain permafrost. 

Parameter Value 

Thickness of hydrate zone 56.0 m 
Thickness of OB and UB 21.5 m 
Position of HBL below the ground 235 m 
Distance between injector and producer ΔlI-P 22.5 m 
Distance between two producers ΔlP-P 20.0 m 
Gas composition 100% CH4 
Initial phase saturations in the HBL SH = 0.40, SA = 0.60 
Permafrost ground temperature T0 = 271.56 K 
Thermal gradient G1 = 0.013 °C·m−1 
(within and below the frozen layer) G2 = 0.028 °C·m−1 
Intrinsic permeability of the porous media k = 1 mD 
Media porosity Φ 0.30 
Composite thermal conductivity model [31] kC = kRD + (SA

1/2 + SH
1/2)( kRW − kRD)+Φ SI kI

kΘRD
 1.0 W/(m K) 

kΘRW 3.1 W/(m K) 

Capillary pressure model [35] 
Pcap = −P01 ((S*)−1/ − 1)1− 
S* = (SA − SirA)/(1 − SirA) 

SirA 0.29 [22] 
 0.45 
P01 105 Pa 

Relative permeability Model [31] 
krA = (SA*)n 
krG = (SG*)nG 

 SA
* = (SA − SirA)/(1 − SirA) 

 SG
* = (SG − SirG)/(1 − SirA) 

n 3.572 [22] 
nG 3.572 
SirG 0.05 
SirA 0.30 

The two-dimensional (2-D) hybrid grid in Figure 3b consists of 13,540 elements. A fine discretization 

is applied to the HBL to obtain accurate predictions of gas production and to precisely capture the 

evolutions of the matter distributions in this area. Because of the violent physical and chemical processes 

in the vicinity of the wellbores, a refined cylindrical-shaped mesh is used in the area of r < 3.0 m around 

the center of each well, and then a radially graded mesh is discretized to connect the cylindrical mesh 

with the outside brick gridblocks. During the simulation process, fluids are produced through four 
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gridblocks of the first cylindrical layer (r = 0.1 m) by reducing their pressures to be lower than the initial 

level. The uppermost and lowermost layers in Figure 3b are the inactive boundaries with constant 

thermodynamic properties. This grid results in 54,160 coupled equations to be solved simultaneously 

under the equilibrium reaction regime without inhibitor. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Configuration of (a) the five-spot well system in the hydrate deposit; and (b) the 

corresponding 2-D hybrid mesh. 

3.3. Initial and Boundary Conditions 

The initial conditions of the hydrate deposit are determined by the methods described by Li et al. [22]. 

The pressure and temperature of each gridblock are calculated, respectively, by the following two equations: 

0( )r wP gH g h H P      (1)

2273.15 ( )T G h H    (2)

where ρr is the rock density of the permafrost layer (2000 kg/m3) [8], ρw is the aqueous density under  

the permafrost layer (l000 kg/m3), g is the gravity (9.81 m/s2), P0 is the atmospheric pressure  

(1.01 × 105 Pa), h is the depth of a given gridblock, and H is the thickness of the permafrost layer 

underground. It is calculated by 

0 1(273.15 ) /H T G   (3)
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The basic parameters of T0, G1 and G2 shown in Table 1 are determined based on field measurements [7,8]. 

Then the initial temperature and pressure at the bottom of the HBL (TB and PB) are initialized to be 

277.84 K and 4.19 MPa, respectively (Table 1). In this study, PB is a little higher than the equilibrium 

pressure so that such system is easy to be destabilized under mild depressurization driving force [22]. 

The pressures and temperatures of the top and bottom boundary layers are computed to be 3.43 MPa, 

275.76 K and 4.41 MPa, 278.51 K, respectively, and they are maintained fixed during the whole 

production period. In addition, the initial hydrate and aqueous saturations are set to be SH = 0.40 and  

SA = 0.60 in the HBL, respectively. The pores of the OB and UB are considered to be fully saturated 

with water (SA = 1.0), indicating no free gas in the system. All the conditions of the grid will not change 

until a disturbance is involved from outside. 

4. Simulation Results 

4.1. Production Behaviors of the 5S System 

The novel five-spot horizontal well system is employed for the gas production from the hydrate 

reservoirs of DK-2 drilling well in the Qilian Mountain permafrost. The combination method of heat 

injection and depressurization is used to promote the hydrate dissociation. Heat is supplied from the 

central well (Well_0) to the hydrate deposit with a constant rate Qinj by circulating hot water in the well 

or by methane gas combustion or electrical heating. A total of three cases with Qinj = 27.2, 54.4 and 

108.8 W per meter well length are simulated. The selected heat injection rates could eliminate the 

possibility of production abortion caused by severe ice formation. Meanwhile, all the four production 

wells (Well_1–Well_4) are operated under depressurization regime, and the production pressure PW is 

set to be 0.101 MPa (1 atm) in each case, which could provide the possible maximum depressurization 

driving force ΔPW = PW0 − PW for hydrate dissociation. Here PW0 is the initial pressure of the production 

well, and it is initialized to be 3.82 and 4.02 MPa for the upper and lower two wells, respectively.  

The case of Qinj = 54.4 W and PW = 0.101 MPa in the 5S system is chosen to be the reference case (Ref.). 

4.1.1. Gas Production Using the 5S System 

Figure 4 shows the evolution of (a) the methane production rate QP; and (b) the cumulative volume 

of the produced gas VP using both the 5S and 2S systems under different Qinj in the DK-2 hydrate deposit. 

It is shown in Figure 4a that QP firstly decreases slightly in the early production period (less than  

1000 days), and then it increases obviously due to the gas diffusion from the dissociated areas around 

the injection well to the production wells. In the reference case (Qinj = 54.4 W), the maximum of QP is 

about 8.72 m3/day/m of well for the simulated zone. After that, QP keeps on reducing to a relatively low 

level, which is caused by the decreased heat utilization efficiency in the later production stage.  

In addition, Figure 4a also shows that QP increases with the rise of heat injection rate Qinj in most of  

the production time, which indicates the acceleration effect of the injected heat on the hydrate 

dissociation process. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Evolution of (a) the CH4 production rate QP; and (b) the cumulative volume of  

the produced CH4 VP from the five-spot and two-spot horizontal well systems under different 

heat injection rate in the DK-2 hydrate deposit. 

Figure 4b shows that VP also increases continuously during the whole production period, while the 

rate of increase of VP in the early stage is obviously higher than that in the following stage. This is in 

accordance with the change characteristics of the QP profiles shown in Figure 4a. The total volume of 

the obtained methane in 30 years is approximately 4.14 × 104 ST m3 in the reference case. Assuming 

that the length of the well along the y axis is Ly (m), and the number of the identical unit in the 5S system 

is N (N ≥ 3, Figure 2c), VP will attain about 4.14 × 104NLy ST m3 for the entire hydrate deposit at  

t = 30 years in this case. The N is calculated as: 

I-P2
xL

N
l




 (4)

where Lx is the width of the hydrate deposit along the x axis. When the Qinj is raised from 27.2 W to 54.4 W 

and further to 108.8 W, the gas production performance could be generally enhanced, as shown in Figure 4b. 

However, the differences among the three curves are not notable at the early stage (about five years).  

It indicates that the gas production is mainly promoted by the depressurization in this period, and the 

effect of the injected heat is delayed due to the distance between the injection and production wells. 

4.1.2. Water Production and Hydrate Dissociation Rates 

Figure 5 shows the evolution of (a) the water production rate QW; and (b) the total mass of the 

produced water MW using both the 5S and 2S systems under different Qinj in the DK-2 hydrate deposit. 

In the reference case (Qinj = 54.4 W), QW firstly declines to the lowest level of about 64 kg/day/m of well 

in the early 1900 days, during which the gas production rate is just located at a relatively high level,  

as shown in Figure 4a. This is because when the high-pressure gas around the injection well diffuses to 

the production wells, the gas saturation increases obviously. It results in a larger relative permeability 

for the gas flow, while most of the water dissociated from hydrate is mainly retained in the pores of the 

porous media. This phenomenon can be also observed in the following period, when the QW starts to rise 

continuously with the decrease of QP. As the amplitude of variation of QW is not severe in Figure 5a,  

MW nearly increases linearly with time in the whole production period, as shown in Figure 5b. The total 
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mass of water attains about 9.16 × 105 kg (=916 tons) in the end for the simulated single unit, and the 

corresponding average production rate is 83.65 kg/day/m of well, which is in the range of the QW curve 

and is manageable using currently available technology. It is also shown in Figure 5 that both QW and 

MW change little under different heat injection rates. It means that the water production is not sensitive 

to the injected heat in the 5S system. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Evolution of (a) the water production rate QW; and (b) the total mass of the 

produced water MW from the five-spot and two-spot horizontal well systems under different 

heat injection rate in the DK-2 hydrate deposit. 

As another direct measure to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed production method and the 

multi-well system, the hydrate dissociation percentage χ is defined as the ratio of the dissociated hydrate 

to its total amount. Figure 6 shows the profiles of the χ during gas production using the 5S and 2S systems 

under different Qinj in the DK-2 hydrate deposit. We can see that the form of each curve is similar with 

that of the corresponding VP curve shown in Figure 4b, which indicates that the produced gas is mainly 

originated from the dissociated hydrate. For the reference case, χ approaches about 82.57% at the end of 

production process. In addition, it increases with the increase of Qinj due to the acceleration effect of heat 

injection on hydrate dissociation. Almost all the hydrate in the domain can be completely decomposed 

under the condition of Qinj = 108.8 W in the 5S system. 

 

Figure 6. Evolution of the hydrate dissociation percentage χ during gas production from  

the five-spot and two-spot horizontal well systems under different heat injection rate in  

the DK-2 hydrate deposit. 
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4.1.3. Gas-to-Water Ratio And Energy Ratio 

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the gas-to-water ratio RGW during gas production from the five-spot 

and two-spot horizontal well systems under different Qinj in the DK-2 hydrate deposit. The gas-to-water 

ratio is calculated to be RGW = VP/VW, where VW = MW/1000 is the standard volume of the produced 

water (m3). It is used as a relative criterion to assess the production performance of the employed 5S 

system. In the reference case, RGW rises persistently to the maximum value of 99.84 in about 2000 days. 

This is because the water production is inhibited by the gas production during this period, as discussed 

in Figures 4a and 5a. After that, RGW gradually declines with time due to the decreased gas production 

rate and the increased water production rate. On the other hand, Figure 7 also shows that higher Qinj will 

generally result in larger RGW in the 5S system, as the gas production (Figure 4) and the hydrate 

dissociation (Figure 6) are both more favorable with higher Qinj. 

 

Figure 7. Evolution of the gas-to-water ratio RGW during gas production from the five-spot 

and two-spot horizontal well systems under different heat injection rate in the DK-2  

hydrate deposit. 

Figure 8 presents the evolution of the energy ratio η during gas production from the five-spot and 

two-spot horizontal well systems under different Qinj in the DK-2 hydrate deposit. The energy ratio is 

defined as the ratio of the obtained energy from methane gas to the energy consumed in the production 

time. The obtained energy can be generally represented by the total combustion enthalpy of the produced 

gas ΔHc (1 atm, 25 °C, 889.6 kJ/mol), while the consumed energy consists of the heat injection Q and 

the pump work W. Then the energy ratio is expressed by the following equation: 

c / ( )H Q W    (5)

The detailed calculation of these parameters can be found in the published literature [22]. It provides 

another relative criterion to evaluate the production efficiency of the 5S system. 
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Figure 8. Evolution of the energy ratio η during gas production from the five-spot and two-spot 

horizontal well systems under different heat injection rate in the DK-2 hydrate deposit. 

Figure 8 shows that η gradually rises to the maximum value of 59.32 during the period when the gas 

production rate increases with time in the reference case. Then it drops down continually because of the 

decreased hydrate dissociation and gas releasing rate. In addition, an obvious decline is observed when 

the Qinj is raised from 27.2 to 108.8 W in the three cases. It implies that higher heat injection rate will 

result in lower energy ratio due to the decreased thermal utilization efficiency. Considering the positive 

effect of Qinj on VP and RGW discussed above, the heat injection rate should be selected cautiously to 

obtain higher gas production rate and gas-to-water ratio while the energy ratio is still desirable. 

4.2. Comparison of the 5S and 2S Systems 

In this study, the two kinds of two-spot well system (2S_H and 2S_V) shown in Figure 2 are also 

employed for gas production from the hydrate deposit at site DK-2. There are 2 horizontal wells in each 

single unit, and they are placed horizontally in the 2S_H pattern and vertically in the 2S_V pattern. We 

have carried out another two cases with the same operation conditions (Qinj = 54.4 W, PW = 0.101 MPa) 

to compare the production performance of the 2S system with that of the 5S system. The simulated 

results of the two cases in the same domain have also been shown in Figures 4–8. The simulation process 

of the 2S_V case is aborted at about t = 4500 days due to the tremendous secondary hydrate formation 

and the corresponding blocking effect on the fluids flow between the two wells. 

It is shown in Figures 4 and 6 that the QP, VP and χ of the 2S_H and 2S_V cases are all obviously 

lower than those of the reference case, which means that a faster production process could be acquired 

using the 5S design. As the water production curves of the two cases shown in Figure 5 are both situated 

at a relatively lower level, the RGW gradually rises to a higher position than the reference case in  

Figure 7. On the other hand, Figure 8 shows that the energy ratio of the 2S system is always smaller than 

that of the 5S design under the same operation conditions. Regardless of the manageable water 

production under current technology, the 5S system will be more commercially profitable for the hydrate 

exploitation from the Qilian Mountain permafrost. 

Generally, desirable gas production rate, gas-to-water ratio, and energy ratio could be obtained  

when using the depressurization and thermal stimulation methods in the five-spot horizontal well system 

in the DK-2 hydrate deposit. In addition, the 5S system is found to be more suitable than the 2S 

configurations for gas production from permafrost hydrate deposits. 
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4.3. Spatial Distributions 

4.3.1. Spatial Distributions of SH and SG 

Figures 9 and 10 show the evolution of the spatial distributions of SH and SG during the 30-year 

production period using the 5S system in the reference case. The selected time points are t = 1, 5, 10, 15, 

20, and 30 years, respectively. The initial locations of the HBL boundaries are represented by two white 

lines. It is shown in Figure 9a that the hydrate in the vicinity of the wells is firstly dissociated, and the 

dissociation occurs in five cylindrical interfaces. The regenerated hydrate around the central injection 

well is notable, which is because of the gas diffusion from Well_0 to the low-temperature regions. The 

dissociation interfaces around the production wells gradually expand to the central one, and they are 

finally connected with each other at about t = 5 years, as shown in Figure 9b. After that, the hydrate in 

the high-SH regions around Well_0 begins to be dissociated under the synergistic effect of depressurization 

and heat injection (Figure 9c–f). Note that the hydrate dissociated areas are approximately symmetrically 

distributed in the domain along the line of x = 22.5 m. In addition, the secondary hydrate formed near 

the upper and lower boundaries of the HBL reduces the effective permeability obviously [36], and  

it could further restrict the water flow from the OB and UB to the production wells. 

 

Figure 9. Evolution of the spatial distribution of SH when Qinj = 54.4 W during gas 

production from the five-spot well system at site DK-2. 
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Figure 10. Evolution of the spatial distribution of SG when Qinj = 54.4 W during gas 

production from the five-spot well system at site DK-2. 

Figure 10a shows that the released gas around Well_0 could not flow effectively to the production 

wells due to the impeding effect of the regenerated secondary hydrate in Figure 9a. Therefore, the produced 

gas in the early stage in Figure 4 is mainly originated from the depressurization-induced hydrate 

dissociation near the four production wells. As the dissociation interfaces gradually expand to each other 

(Figure 10b), some of the accumulated gas near the injection well could finally be produced from the 

production wells, which results in an increased gas production rate discussed in Figure 4. In the following 

period, the high-SG region (defined as SG > 0.34) around Well_0 does not disappear until the secondary 

hydrate is completely dissociated, as shown in Figure 10c–f. In addition, there is no gas escaping toward 

the OB and UB due to the impeding effect of the undissociated hydrate near the boundaries of the HBL. 

4.3.2. Spatial Distribution of T 

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the spatial distribution of T during the 30-year production period 

using the 5S system in the reference case. The following characteristics can be observed: (i) the 

temperatures near the production wells decrease sharply due to the sensible heat adsorption by the 

hydrate decomposition (Figure 11a); (ii) the injected heat does not take obvious effect on the gas 

production until the expansion of the low-T region (T < 0.5 °C) is large enough to meet the thermal effect 

area around Well_0, as shown in Figure 11b; (iii) the low-T regions gradually shrink with time when the 

injected heat could be more effectively transferred by conduction and convection with gas and water 

flow in the HBL (Figure 11c–f); (iv) the highest temperature of the reservoir is only about 19.3 °C, which 

indicates low heat loss during the production process. 
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Figure 11. Evolution of the spatial distribution of T when Qinj = 54.4 W during gas 

production from the five-spot well system at site DK-2. 

4.3.3. Spatial Distribution of SI 

Figure 12 shows the evolution of the spatial distribution of SI in the HBL during the 30-year production 

period using the 5S system in the reference case. In the early stage of the production (Figure 12a), large 

amount of sensible heat of the hydrate deposit is consumed by the hydrate dissociation under the sharp 

depressurization driving force. Then some of the water in the pores is transformed into solid ice near the 

production wells to provide additional latent heat for further hydrate dissociation [37]. The ice transition 

process gets more severe until the injected heat is successfully transferred to these areas, as shown in 

Figure 12b. After that, the formed ice is gradually melted by the injected heat (Figure 12c–f), and it 

could eliminate the possibility of complete flow blockage between the injection and production wells. 

4.3.4. Spatial Distribution of P 

Figure 13 shows the evolution of the spatial distribution of P during the 30-year production period 

using the 5S system in the reference case. It is shown in Figure 13a that the pressure around Well_0 rises 

continuously to a level higher than all the other areas in the early stage. This is caused by the gas 

accumulation when the flow conditions are still unfavorable for the gas diffusion. On the other hand, 

this high pressure gradient also provides necessary conditions for the secondary hydrate formation  

in Figure 9. Once the flow blockage between the injection and production wells becomes partially 

alleviated (Figure 13b), the high pressure area gradually disappears due to the gas release under the 

pressure gradient. Furthermore, the evolution of the P distribution is not fierce in the following stage 

(Figure 13c–f), which indicates a relatively stable hydrate dissociation and gas production process. 
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Figure 12. Evolution of the spatial distribution of SI when Qinj = 54.4 W during gas 

production from the five-spot well system at site DK-2. 

 

Figure 13. Evolution of the spatial distribution of P when Qinj = 54.4 W during gas 

production from the five-spot well system at site DK-2. 
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4.4. Dependence of Gas Production on the Well Spacing 

Previous studies [15,25,26] have demonstrated that the gas production performance of the multi-well 

systems is dependent on the operation conditions and the geologic properties of the hydrate deposit, 

while the dependences of the gas production on the configurations of the multi-well itself (e.g., the well 

spacing) are still unknown. Therefore, we further carry out another two cases with different ΔlI-P and 

ΔlP-P to investigate the effect of the well spacing on the gas production in the 5S system. In the reference 

case, ΔlI-P and ΔlP-P are set to be 22.5 and 20.0 m, respectively. The width of the entire hydrate deposit 

Lx is assumed to be 315.0 m along the x axis, while the length of the well Ly is still set to be 1.0 m. 

Figures 14 and 15 show the effect of the ΔlI-P and ΔlP-P on VP, RGW, χ and η during gas production 

from the 5S system. When the ΔlI-P is reduced from 22.5 to 17.5 m, the number of the identical unit N  

in Equation (4) rises from 7 to 9, and the injected heat from Well_0 can be more easily transferred to the 

dissociation interface due to the decreased distance. Then both VP and χ show an obvious increase when 

comparing with the reference case. Meanwhile, both the RGW and η rise to a higher level in the first 

several years, and then they drop down to approximately the same level with the reference case due to 

the larger amount of water production and heat consumption in the case of ΔlI-P = 17.5 m. On the other hand, 

when the ΔlP-P is decreased from 20.0 to 15.0 m, all the four curves in Figures 14 and 15 show little 

difference with the reference case, which indicates weak dependence of the gas production on the ΔlP-P 

in the 5S system. Generally, it is more preferred to set the five-spot well system with shorter ΔlI-P to enhance 

the gas production and hydrate dissociation rates in the Qilian Mountain permafrost hydrate deposits. 

 

Figure 14. Effect of the ΔlI-P and ΔlP-P on VP and RGW during gas production from the  

five-spot well system. 

 

Figure 15. Effect of the ΔlI-P and ΔlP-P on χ and η during gas production from the five-spot well system. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this numerical study, the five-spot horizontal well system is used for the exploitation of the DK-2 

hydrate deposit in the Qilian Mountain. Based on the simulation results, the following conclusions can 

be drawn: 

(1) Favorable gas production performance, including the gas production rate, the gas-to-water  

ratio and the energy ratio, could be obtained when using the 5S system in the DK-2 hydrate 

deposit. It is found that the 5S system will be more suitable than the 2S configurations for the 

hydrate exploitation. 

(2) The injected heat is a key factor that determines the overall production behaviors of the 5S 

system. The heat injection rate should be selected cautiously to obtain higher gas production rate 

and gas-to-water ratio while the energy ratio is still desirable. 

(3) The hydrate dissociation occurs in five cylindrical interfaces in the early stage, and the effect of 

the injected heat is not obvious until the flow channels become unobstructed. There is no gas 

escaping toward the OB and UB before the hydrate is completely dissociated near the boundaries 

of the HBL. 

(4) Ice transition is observed to take place near the production wells of the 5S system in the early 

production stage. The formed ice can be gradually melted by the injected heat to eliminate the 

possibility of complete flow blockage between the injection and production wells. 

(5) The gas production characteristics of the 5S system are dependent on the spacing of the horizontal 

wells. Generally, it is more preferred to set the five-spot well system with shorter ΔlI-P to  

enhance the gas production rate, while the ΔlP-P shows less influence on the total gas produced 

in the same region. 
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Nomenclature 

G1 = thermal gradient within the frozen layer (°C/m) 

G2 = thermal gradient below the frozen layer (°C/m) 

H = permafrost thickness (m) 

k = intrinsic permeability (m2) 
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keff = effective permeability (m2) 

krA = aqueous relative permeability (m2) 

krG = gas relative permeability (m2) 

kC = thermal conductivity (W/(m·K)) 

kRD = thermal conductivity of dry porous medium (W/(m·K)) 

kRW= thermal conductivity of fully saturated porous medium (W(m·K)) 

kI = thermal conductivity of ice (W/(m·K)) 

MW = cumulative mass of produced water (kg) 

N = the number of identical unit 

P = pressure (Pa) 

PB = initial pressure at base of HBL (Pa) 

PW = pressure at the well (Pa) 

PW0 = initial pressure at the well (Pa) 

Q = injected heat (J) 

Qinj = heat injection rate (W/m of well) 

QP = gas production rate (ST m3/day/m of well) 

QW = average water production rate (kg/day/m of well) 

r = radius (m) 

RGW = gas-to-water ratio (ST m3 of CH4/m3 of H2O) 

S = phase saturation 

t = time (days) 

T = temperature (°C) 

T0 = permafrost ground temperature (°C) 

TB = initial temperature at the base of HBL (°C) 

VP = cumulative volume of produced CH4 (ST m3) 

W = pump work (J) 

x,y,z = cartesian coordinates (m) 

XS = salinity 

ΔHc = combustion enthalpy of produced methane (J) 

ΔlI-P = horizontal distance between injector and producer (m) 

ΔlP-P = vertical distance between two producers (m) 

∆PW = driving force of depressurization, PW0 − PW (Pa) 

Φ = porosity 

η = energy ratio 

χ = hydrate dissociation percentage 

λ = van Genuchten exponent—Table 1 

Subcripts and Superscripts 

0 = denotes initial state 

A = aqueous phase 

B = base of HBL 

cap = capillary 
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G = gas phase 

H = solid hydrate phase 

I = solid ice phase 

irA = irreducible aqueous phase 

irG = irreducible gas 

n = permeability reduction exponent—Table 1 

nG = gas permeability reduction exponent—Table 1 

OB = overburden 

S = salinity 

UB = underburden 

W = well 
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